Kenderton Feb 18 1822

My Dear Sally

Concerning the division of the late estate of our brother J. N. S. It was urged by the heirs then at Lebanon, that the farm there should be divided between the fiction to prevent strangers from profiting it, and that if either disposed of their share, it should be released to one of the family—this desire as then expressed, induces me to inform you that I intend selling my share, and if Mr. Johnson desires to purchase it, he as one of the family has the right of it—It contains two hundred & eighty acres with an orchard, the improved part rented the two last years at 70 dollars per annum, taxes paid, and twenty dollars in fence put up. I find no future for sale—last month I had a letter from Hamilton informing that two persons had applied to know if I would be desirous to purchase—yesterday I had a letter from Mr. Hubbard who is at Washington informing that he had several applications as it is known there I having informed Mr. H. During the last Summer on an application for one of the lots that I would not take life than the Commission